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Public Knowledge respectfully submits the following comments in response to the Request for Comments on the Public Interest dated October 28, 2015. In this investigation contemplating exclusion and cease and desist orders on certain mobile phones and other devices,
the Request for Comments solicits input on “any public health, safety, or welfare concerns in
the United States” relating to such orders, as well as “how the limited exclusion order and
cease and desist order would impact consumers in the United States.”
An exclusion order1 on mobile phone devices could negatively impact United States
consumers, and particularly their health, safety and welfare. This is because mobile Internet
access is vitally important today—not merely for entertainment, but for healthcare, public participation, and essential communication. Traditionally underserved communities of consumers,
such as rural areas that lack the broadband infrastructure taken for granted in large cities, rely
on mobile phones for Internet access. An exclusion order would undercut mobile phone market
competition, potentially raising prices to the point of inaccessibility especially to those who
most rely on mobile phone service for Internet access.
These are serious concerns to public health, safety, and welfare, affecting an important
constituency of United States consumers, and they require the Commission’s careful consideration before issuance of any exclusion order.
I.

Interest of Commenter
Public Knowledge is a non-profit organization that is dedicated to preserving the open-

ness of the Internet and the public’s access to knowledge, promoting creativity through balanced intellectual property rights, and upholding the rights of consumers to use innovative
technology lawfully.
Public Knowledge has frequently commented on access to communications and mobile
competition. It is currently an intervenor in the ongoing FCC Open Internet (net neutrality)
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For purposes of simplicity, these comments will use the phrase “exclusion order” to refer
to both the proposed limited exclusion order and the proposed cease and desist order.
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litigation. It also regularly comments and participates in antitrust investigations relating to telecommunications services, such as the now-failed merger between Comcast and Time Warner.
II.

Many Traditionally Disadvantaged Communities Rely on Mobile Phone Service
as Their Only Internet Connection, and Thus Have the Most to Lose from an
Uncompetitive Mobile Phone Market
A strongly competitive market in mobile phones is essential to traditionally disadvan-

taged communities of United States consumers. Those consumers often depend on mobile service as their sole method of accessing the Internet, and so reducing consumer choice and raising the cost of mobile phone devices would most seriously impact those consumers.
Mobile service is the only on-ramp to the Internet for many rural, low-income, and traditionally marginalized communities.2 Among adults living in poverty, 56% rely solely on wireless telephones.3 Similarly, the FCC finds that 53% of rural Americans and 63% of those on tribal lands lack adequate broadband service, compared to only 8% lacking such service in urban
areas.4 Thus, the FCC has said that “[w]ireless services have taken on particular importance to
low-income consumers, who are more likely to reside in wireless-only households than consumers at higher income levels.”5
Guaranteeing consumer choice in the mobile device market will promote competition,
keep prices down, and protect important rights and interests of these American consumers. An
exclusion order, which potentially does the opposite of these, potentially poses the greatest
threat to many populations to whom the Internet has arguably been of the most benefit.
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III.

Internet Access is Essential to Public Health, Safety, and Welfare, and Exclusion of Mobile Phones Could Cut Off That Essential Access
The negative impact of an exclusion order on traditionally disadvantaged United States

consumers is further underscored by the importance of Internet access to such consumers.
Basic services have shifted to the Internet as a primary medium. The Internet is one of
“the dominant technological tools in American workplaces.”6 It opens the doors of knowledge
to millions of students.7 It “allows people to give voice to their democratic aspirations.”8 And
perhaps most importantly, it is becoming the platform for essential public services like voter
registration, filing of taxes, health care records, and even 911 emergency services.9
It should thus come as no surprise that a multinational study found that “computer and
internet technologies are increasingly crucial resources for functioning in today's society.”10
Federal Circuit Judge O’Malley recently described the Internet as “arguably the most important
innovation in communications in a generation” and “one of the most important aspects of
modern-day life.”11 President Obama more succinctly put it: “the Internet is not a luxury, it’s a
necessity.”12
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Furthermore, with respect to the traditionally disadvantaged communities discussed
above, a World Bank report found “considerable evidence to suggest that the economic and
social benefit of mobile telephony will be highest in rural areas.”13 Of particular relevance to
public health, safety, and welfare: that report found that mobile phones in such areas can facilitate “aiding disaster relief; enabling the dissemination of . . . educational and health information, and promoting social capital and social cohesion.”14
It is against this backdrop that the Commission must evaluate the proposed exclusion
and cease and desist orders, orders that have the potential consequence of pulling the essential
service of Internet access out of reach from traditionally disadvantaged consumers.
IV.

The Commission’s Previous Reasons for Rejecting These Public Interest Concerns Are Erroneous
The Commission has previously rejected similar arguments about these traditionally

disadvantaged consumers on the theory that “the needs of such users can be met by noninfringing alternatives.”15 But this simply misses the mark.
The problem for such consumers is not whether alternatives are available, but whether
alternatives will be affordable. Simple economics dictates that excluding some products from
sale will drive up prices, potentially putting those products out of reach of the populations described above. Affordability, not availability, should be the benchmark for the Commission’s
public interest analysis here.
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Furthermore, the Commission cannot analyze the effect of an exclusion order in a vacuum. Prior Commission investigations have assumed that the public harm resulting from exclusion of one manufacturer’s device is tolerable because other manufacturers’ devices are unaffected.16 But every single major smartphone manufacturer has now been involved in at least
one ITC action.17 The price of every smartphone today includes a surcharge for the expected
cost of an ITC investigation and possible exclusion;18 it blinks reality to believe otherwise. That
surcharge could very well be the difference between a rural user buying or not buying a mobile
phone. That difference is a public interest harm that the Commission cannot ignore.
V.

Conclusion
The proposed limited exclusion and cease and desist orders would likely have negative

effects on the health, safety, and welfare of United States consumers. Absent particular justification to the contrary, the Commission should decline to issue those orders.
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